
Using the Windows 10 Event Viewer 

 

 While using your computer have ever experienced constant errors, a network 

connection error or any number of other annoying problems Before you call the neighborhood 

computer squad. Or haul your PC in for service you should try checking the Windows 10 event 

viewer. What is Event viewer? you might ask Well my friend, I am here to shed a little light on 

the miraculous and wonderful diagnostic tool that is “Event Viewer”. Okay, full disclosure I may 

be drumming a little more excitement than what is warranted here. However; the event viewer 

is a very useful tool available with Windows 10 operating system. 

 

 

  The “Event View” is an application that let’s you see event logs that display application 

and computer system messages these logs display events associated with five areas: 1. 

Applications 2. Security 3. Set-up 4. System and 5. Forwarded Events. These logs can alert a user 

to existing problems happening on their PC. Beyond critical errors many other errors and 

warnings that won’t necessarily have noticeable negative impact on your computer You should 

carefully inspect the warning messages and know what you are looking for before making 

changes based on these messages. The Date and time are displayed along with what type of 

system is producing the error. To Access event Viewer simply enter it into the search bar. 



 

 Within the event Viewer under windows logs you can see the five areas that produces 

logs. There are also applications and service logs also subscriptions. You can view even further 

(drill down) and get specific details from each instance of error, warning, and system messages. 

1. Select the category of logs you wish to inspect 

2. Select the individual log entry you wish to inspect 

3. The general tab will give basic information about the log entry while switching between 

friendly and the xml button will give you the error in extensible markup language (for 

the ultra- savvy or well- versed super user)  

The messages can give you the basic Idea of what

 



 
 

 

 to investigate while troubleshooting. You can see how this can be a valuable tool when trying 

to determine what is going on with your system. Outside of trouble shooting the event viewer 

can also be used as a quick use auditing tool to keep track of boot up times log ins and network 

access giving administrators a tool to keep track of a local workstations daily use. The event 

viewer requires practice and a little research to be used effectively but like most Windows 10 

tools it is worth it, and I find that truly Amazing. 

 


